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Found by: Brian Cochran - Georgia

I found this nice metate exposed on the banks of a lake
in Paulding County, Georgia. After months and months
of little rain, many lake levels have dropped drastically
in the area so I decided to start hunting shore lines. On
July 6, I had spent 2 hours or so hunting a lake and only
found a crude quartz point. Returning home I was lucky
to stumble across this perfect metate only 2-3 feet from
the waters edge. As a photographer, my camera is always with me so I was able to snap a few photos. The
metate measures about 6 inches on all sides, perfect circular pit on one side with slight pitting on reverse, and
nice colors with a deep red band.
- Brian Cochran
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Found by: Brian Cochran - Georgia
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Found by: Joe and Chuck Daniels - Kansas

Artifacts found by Joe and Chuck Daniels in Elk County Kansas after heavy rain and flooding in July of 2007.
Many of the artifacts were lying fully exposed as if they had been just dropped! Have not found many artifacts
in the past few years due to no-till farming, loss of access and lack of time. Had a hunch that this time might be
different and got lucky. The longest was 3 3/8" long very well made and thin. - Chuck Daniels
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Found by: Jeremy - Oregon

I found this pestle along the banks of the Lower Columbia River earlier this year.
- Jeremy
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Found by: Ezra Smith - Oklahoma

Kay blade found by Ezra Smith in about 4 inches of water , Oklahoma, on 07/08/07

Paleo Cody type blade found by Park Waller, Oklahoma on 07/08/07
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Found by: Ezra Smith - Oklahoma

A very odd Pelican lake type knife found by Park Waller APR 07
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Found by: Brian Skelton - Tennessee

This Adena was Creek find on a
gravel bar in Southern Middle Tennessee.
- Brian Skelton
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Found by: Michael Karr - Indiana

In March we had heavy rains and the creeks were out of the banks so on
March 24 2007 the creeks were back down and we had a chance to hunt
the fields. - Michael Karr
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Found by: Mark Kesner - Oklahoma

This was found in NE Oklahoma, July 2007 by Mark Kesner.
Scottsbluff-type point made of river cobble. You can see another
hunter's footprints just a couple feet from the point!
- Mark Kesner
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“The only Texas based
magazine featuring true Texas artifacts”
For your convenience credit card orders
are accepted online at

Mail your orders to:

www.texascache.net

Texas Cache Magazine
5010 Hawk Nest
San Antonio, Texas 78250

New!

Patricia Even owner/publisher
Circulated nationwide and in parts of
Europe!
Published quarterly
$30 per year or $55 for two years
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Archaeological Survey/Excavation: Fred Burr Creek SW Montana
By: Ken Schmidt (On Going Site Investigation - Field Notes)
Fred Burr Creek SW Montana is a tributary of Flint Creek that flows into the Clark’s Fork River of the Columbia drainage. West of the continental divide, a rubber duck would eventually flow north, then North West
into Canada, back down SW to the Columbia River and west into the Pacific.
This site is located on a creek floodplain, about 5 ft above the usual spring flow, elevation 5,300’, Flora includes Douglas fir, Aspen, Willow, Currants, Native Grasses and intruder species (foxtail and cheat grass,
thistles and knapweed). Fauna is predominantly white-tailed deer, Franklin ground squirrels, occasional
moose, elk, foxes, skunks and coyotes.
We first found this site when an aspiring professor at Montana Tech decided to excavate what he thought were
native graves on a ridge top. Turns out he was excavating an old fence line, so it made sense to leave him to
his folly. The actual camp site was located by rodent burrows that had turned up lithics and bone. We did an
initial survey and left it alone for a few years. The landowner contacted me to ask if we’d resume the survey. I
in turn contacted a professional archaeologist (an AACA member), and enlisted some assistants.
First step – draw up a contract with the landowner giving her full rights to any artifacts after study. Second,
mapped out a 20 meter square site, each unit being one square meter, noted on a grid map. Got the Montana
State Historical and Preservation Office to issue us a number. Contacted the Smithsonian for one of their numbers. All agreed to the contract. That just the start of the paperwork – Each unit needs it’s own paper, each
level of each unit the same. We’re excavating in 10 cm levels, so in theory, we have 400 units each with 10
levels. Since nobody expects to live that long, we’ll keep the number of units down. Third step – Equipment.
400 meters of surveying string, trowels, shovels, stakes, tarps, buckets, screens, GPS, cameras, you name it,
we brought it. The list is about 3 feet long.
The fun part – Remove the sod and stack it in the shade. Then hunker down under the swarm of mosquitoes
and start scraping the dirt 1cm at a time. Screen everything, record everything of interest. The first day on the
first level of the first unit came up with more than 100 chert fragments and 50 pieces of bone. 2 worked tools.
The second day was as productive in the second
unit, with one projectile point. 2nd level on the
first unit was fair, with a lot of lithics and 2
tools. Found bison teeth and huge bones that
we'll excavate in another unit.
The archaeologist with whom I am working recorded the following: "5 pottery shards, 7 field
specimens - I found 3 more in going thru the
lithics last night and today. Turns out we have
2 points - 1 is just a mid section, then 1 graver,
4 flake knives and 312 bones
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Archaeological Survey/Excavation: Fred Burr Creek SW Montana
By: Ken Schmidt (On Going Site Investigation - Field Notes)

On a return trip to the site, my wife and the landowner got into talking and got bored, so decided
to find another interesting area. They found one,
and started ripping up sod. This was outside of
our excavation area, so I had no vote. Guess
what?

They found rib bones, a fully articulated spine, a
jawbone with teeth intact and assorted bones.
I'm scraping centimeter by centimeter in our allocated site, and they wander off with trowels in
hand and find this. Note the jawbone on the top,
the spine on the right, the point in the center.
Bone size suggests moose, elk or bison. We'll
analyze the jawbone to determine which.

We'll add it to the report as an addendum, but you can bet we'll spend some time on it. I'm glad they got tired
of me telling them what to do and went off to find their own. Bone size suggests moose, elk or bison. We'll
analyze the jawbone to determine which. The point may be a Cut bank or desert general - Pretty (much the
same thing). Basalt, very thin, finely worked. Late prehistoric would be my guess. The finds were just under
the surface, possibly because the terrain is stabile with little erosion, and flooding didn't deposit overburden.
The bones may have washed it away. In any event, the site thus far looks relatively recent. Once we get deeper
we'll have a better idea.
We're thinking this latest might be a kill site, or close to it. Usually, people cut up game where they dispatched
it, and didn't haul major bones any distance. I expect we'll find a lot more bones and maybe a skull or fragments. We decided to extend our site to include these 2 units, which means I'll have to do a lot more measurements and paperwork.
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Archaeological Survey/Excavation: Fred Burr Creek SW Montana
By: Ken Schmidt (On Going Site Investigation - Field Notes)
Friday Aug 17, our crew met up at the dig site at 9:30. I
had previously staked out 2 more units, but when we
looked at the latest finds from an area 27M from the
original plot, we decided to increase the overall size of
the site. While 2 folks leveled out and screened our
original units, the rest of us did the usual measuring,
staking, and stringing for the new area. Very time consuming. After lunch, we got to excavating the new units.
Bones suggest moose or a huge elk, the spine is broken
– It seems like a hodgepodge of material but one can see
the general layout. Knife blade scars are evident, and we
found a section of a blade that probably broke during processing. Also found the top part of what I’d guess is
an Avonlea point, which, although not diagnostic, again suggests a site inhabited 500 years ago.

I’ve looked over this area for 35 years, and have observed that
major campsites are located about 15 miles apart. About what
one would expect for a day’s walk hauling all the accoutrements
for a band of people. The landowner showed me a point she
found in what once was an enormous field of camas about midway between camps. A perfect Duncan from the altithermal period (3 to 5K years).

Classic Duncan - about 4,000 yrs BP
We finished up three units on the North side, and
started work on the lower section. After removing
the sod, we saw there was a much larger bone
field. One area of bone chips suggests they
pounded bones into small pieces to extract the
marrow. So far it looks like a 500 year old site on
the surface, with Billings, Avonlea, and triangular
points. We’ll know more as we get deeper.
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Archaeological Survey/Excavation: Fred Burr Creek SW Montana
By: Ken Schmidt (On Going Site Investigation - Field Notes)

Saturday Sept 1 we met up with the crew, this
time augmented by another BA level archaeologist and a PHD soil expert, both of whom were
simply interested friends who wanted time in the
field. An undergraduate student did most of the
mapping. That made 8 people working, 2 toddlers
toddling, one mother watching, a grandmother on
the sidelines.

After the usual discussion, we decided to expand
the number of units in the southern section, clean
up the previous units, get everything mapped and
photographed.

Final step on a level is to remove all bones,
lithics, hearth stones, bag ‘em up and prepare for
the next level. We’re going to take a week off before tackling the next levels and new units. The
point is that once evidence is removed, it's gone;
hence the records and the paperwork.
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Archaeological Survey/Excavation: Fred Burr Creek SW Montana
By: Ken Schmidt (On Going Site Investigation - Field Notes)
What we're guessing is this: A band of people sent out a few hunters ahead of the group and the hunters ambushed either a moose or a bison near their traditional camp and butchered it nearby. No reason to haul spines
and jaws any distance, so we think the kill was very close to the camp. They did most of the cooking on the
south end of the site, had their camp just a bit upwind. That keeps the band from having scavengers like coyotes, wolves and bears from walking through thir tipis on the way to the scraps. Of interest, though, there's no
indication of any scavenging. I'll have to look at that a bit more. At these upper levels, we know the hunters
were using bows, but maybe we'll find archaic atlatl darts when we get down a bit.

Now today was interesting. Our crew was reduced to 3 because of incidental plans, but we got some interesting finds. Taking down one unit, we removed a large rock and brushed the area. What a find!

Here's a nondescript bone we found under a large rib that we removed and bagged. Flipped over the bone on
the right side of that picture, and saw this. For want of a better name for it, we call it a tally bone. Likely a
knife handle, grooved on the end with 11 notches on one side, 9 on the other. We may find the rest of it later.
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Found by: Steve Valentine - Ohio

Top Point is a Big Sandy, Center Point is a Corner-notch
The Wolf Molar and Bone Bead are from a Ft. Ancient Village called the Goldcamp Site which is on the old
Goldcamp Farm in Lawrence county Ohio. The Big Sandy, Corner-notch, and LeCroy points are from the
same farm, but were found away from the village site on what we call the Archaic ridges. All artifacts are personally found by Steve Valentine.
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Found by: Kevin Young - Oklahoma

A nice Cody blade I found on a late fall day in 2005 in N.E. Oklahoma. The flaking is just outstanding on this
piece. It is 4" long and made from a dark gray Permian Chert.
- Kevin Young
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Found by: Kevin Young - Oklahoma

I found this beveled Dalton point in N.E.
Oklahoma in February 2006. It is made
from a heavily patinated Keokuk Chert
and measures 3-7/8"
- Kevin Young
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Found by: Kevin Young - Oklahoma

I found this complete Calf
Creek on March 5th 2007 in
N.E. Oklahoma. This one a
was completely unexpected
surprise on the way back to
the truck, length 2 - 5/16"
material is Keokuk Chert.
- Kevin Young
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Found by: Kevin Young - Oklahoma

Caddo Spade: This one looked like an old shoe sole laying there. Found in January 2007 in N. E. Oklahoma.
material is Webbers Falls Siltstone, length is 7-5/8" - Kevin Young

I found this nice San Patrice point in May of 2006 in N.E. Oklahoma.
The material is Reeds Spring Chert. length is 2-3/16"
- Kevin Young
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Found by: Floyd Chambers - Nevada

I found both of these the same day. They were both found in central Nevada on ranch land. The Elko Split
Stem is made of basalt. The Northern Side Notched is made from jasper and is exactly 2 inches long.
- Floyd Chambers
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Found by: Tommy Estes - Mississippi

I chose to go to one of my "last resort" spots that I usually only
hunt if there's nowhere else to go. Yet in my heart and in my mind,
I just knew I was supposed to go there. I hadn't been looking but
15 minutes or less, when I noticed something at my foot out of the
corner of my eye. What I saw on the ground appeared to be an
amazing Gorget. In all honesty, I thought sure this was nothing
more than a piece of machinery off of some farm equipment or a
four wheeler. Still, I've always made a practice to be sure and check anything out that looks even remotely
like an artifact. I took an In-situ picture of it just to humor myself, thinking it would make for a good joke afterwards, of something that I thought was an artifact.
I put my camera up and reached down to pick up this mysterious object. As my hand made contact with it, I
instantly realized this was nothing made of metal or any modern material, but was Hardstone of some sort. I
noticed that the edges had been worked also. Now I had gone from thinking this was a piece of farm equipment to thinking that someone had purposely planted a fake artifact as a joke. All the way on the drive home I
was still having my doubts about the authenticity of it. I got it home and washed it all up to realize It's a QuadConcave Gorget, most likely from the early or middle woodland period. It's just over 2.5" long and almost 2.5"
wide. Without a doubt it is the best artifact I have ever found in my life. Moral of the story is never give up
on those sites that never seem to produce. You just never know when a killer will show up. - Tommy Estes
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Found by: Andy McGee - South Carolina

This is a Clay Pipe that I found on March 18, 2006 on a
sand bar along the Reedy River in Greenville County, South
Carolina.
- Andy McGee
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Found by: Richard Thompson - Missouri
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Found by: Richard Thompson - Missouri

I found this very nice lanceolate, near the end of a rather unproductive, 5 hr. creek hunt, here in SW Mo., on June 5, 2007,
with my friend and fellow flinthead, Sean Melton. It's definitely my best find, for 2007, and one of my best all-time finds.
I believe the type to be Packard, which is approx. 9500 yrs. old - Trans. Paleo/Early Archaic. The base and stem edges are
ground smooth, but only for about 1" up. Most artifacts that we find, in this waterway, are quite gravel tumbled, or completely broken, so, I was quite stoked, to find this one, so old and well made, and in great condition! In the in-situ shot, it
is in about 6-8" deep water, and as it lay, before I touched it. Now it is the centerpiece, of the frame, from that creek.
- Richard Thompson
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Found by: Mike Menichetti - Arkansas

It's august and we were finally able to hunt along
the lake. The spring rains drove the lake level up
into the woods and with the demand for air conditioning there generating like mad.. As a result, the
lake level goes down.. It's like we pray for 100*
days.
At first I thought it was a Smith Point, but after
showing it on a few sites I was shone that its an unmistakable Calf Creek.. This Calf creek was found
along the White River (AKA Table Rock) in Carroll County Arkansas
- Mike Menichetti
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Found by: Mike Menichetti - Arkansas

Artifact hunting has been great lately. This Blade was
found at a favorite spot that we hunt . Three years ago
I found a similar blade at this same site. Found in
Barry Co., Mo.
- Mike Menichetti
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Found by: Todd Turek - Colorado

A recent (8/7/07) find of mine. 1/2" L, basalt material, found in Southern Colorado, along the Rio Grande area.
- Todd Turek
Not for Profit

The AUTHENTIC ARTIFACT COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION (AACA) is a group of individuals
dedicated to the collection of authentic ancient Native American artifacts. As members we uphold the Association’s goals and subscribe to its rules of conduct pertaining to the collection
and the sale of ancient relics. We welcome all collectors and dealers with the desire to avoid
reproductions to join the AACA.

Visit us at: http://theaaca.com
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Found by: Sean Melton - Missouri

These points came from my favorite stretch of creek in SW Missouri. After 5 or 6 years of dry weather we
were finally treated to an exceptionally wet spring. Sean Melton
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Found by: Sean Melton - Missouri

What better way to spend a cold, wet , muddy day. After several
hours slopping through the mud this nice Kings Corner Notch point
was a welcome reward. My hunting buddy Richard Thompson displays his game face. Its funny what some people will do for a good
time.....Sean Melton
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Found by: Justin Phillips - Texas

I found 12 complete and broken Paleo in one weekend, including a
Clovis, 3 Plainviews, a Rogers Side Hollowed, Folsom, and several
bases and midsections. The Clovis is the second one from this site this
year. - Justin Phillips
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Found by: Kevin Brown - Missouri

This point came from a creek in Eastern Jackson County, Missouri on June 16th 2007. It was my brother’s and nephew’s,
who is 7, first time looking for arrowheads. We had spent about 4 hours looking, when we decided to search one more
sand bar, before calling it a day. I sent my nephew ahead, hoping he’d find an arrowhead his first time out then I followed.
He walked right past this one. - Kevin Brown
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Found by: Jim Bartolotti - Florida

These two finds (Florida - Tampa Bay area) were the results of opportunities created by hurricanes “Frances” and
“Jeanne” that past through in September 2004. Both were
found the day after each hurricane.
- Jim Bartolotti
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We are the authentication service for the Western United States, as
well as Western Canada, Alaska and Mexico
Ben Stermer
Western Typology
http://www.westerntypology.com

Evenings: 602-993-7720 Email: BSte122241@aol.com

P.O. Box 676
Stanton, KY 40380
Tel: (606) 663-2741• fax: (606) 663-4370

http://www.tomdavisartifacts.com

The Central States Archaeological Societies, Inc.
is a non-profit organization and has no paid officers or employees. Donate funds now to assist us
in meeting our mission statement.

http://www.csasi.org
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WESTCOAST ARROWHEADS & BC ARTIFACTS
http://www.bcartifacts.com
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